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(Received for publication March 14, 1932)

In a previous paper (1) it was shown that, when the concentration of
serum protein had been reduced to about three per cent by plasmaphere-
sis, dogs became edematous. The type of edema produced in this way is
probably most closely analogous to that of nutritional edema.

In connection with the work on dogs reported in that paper, certain
studies of serum and ascitic electrolytes were undertaken and will be
discussed in this paper. Physiological saline was injected into two addi-
tional dogs to determine the effect of this procedure on serum electrolytes
under conditions similar to those of the plasmapheresis experiments.

METHODS

About eighteen hours after previous bleedings or administration of salt
solution, blood was withdrawn from a femoral artery or jugular vein and was
allowed to clot under oil. Serum was used for all analyses. Ascitic fluid was
taken at necropsy in Experiments III and V but in the other cases by abdomi-
nal paracentesis. The following chemical methods were used: Bicarbonate,
manometric' method of Van Slyke and Neill (2) using 0.2 ml.; chloride, Van
Slyke (3) using potassium permanganate. to oxidize the proteins; phosphate,
Benedict and Theis (4); total base, Stadie and Ross's (5) modification of the
Fiske method without removing phosphate or applying a correction for phos-
phate; nitrogen by gross Kjeldahl on 1 ml. of serum using thirty per cent hydro-
gen peroxide to facilitate complete oxidation; nonprotein nitrogen, Folin and
Wu (6); and calcium, Clark and Collip's (7) modification of Kramer and Tis-
dall's method. Albumin was determined by the Howe (8) method of precipi-
tating globulin with Na2SO4 in the first two experiments and in the third
experiment up to the eighth day. Thereafter, Howe's method using a mixture
of KH2PO4and K2HPO4 (1: 2) to precipitate the globulin was adopted. The
two methods give essentially identical results but we have found the phosphate
method somewhat more consistent from day to day. Total nitrogen minus
nonprotein nitrogen was multiplied by 6.25 to obtain protein. All determina-
tions except phosphate and nonprotein nitrogen were run in duplicate.

All analyses are expressed in milli-equivalents (m.eq.) of univalent base
per liter of serum. In converting protein to equivalents of base, the factors
of Van Slyke, Hastings, Hiller and Sendroy (9) were used, namely, albumin
per cent X 2.73 and globulin per cent X 1.87. Total carbon dioxide was con-
verted to bicarbonate at pH 7.38 by multiplying carbon dioxide volumes per
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cent by 0.423. Dibasic and monobasic phosphate were assumed to occur in
the ratio of 4: 1.

The values for concentrations in m.eq. per liter were converted to m.eq.
per kilogram of water in calculating the data represented in Chart 2. The
following formula of Van Slyke, Wuand McLean (10) was used for this pur-
pose: water = .99 - 0.8 P, in which P is the protein in per cent. This for-
mula has been tested a number of times and found to agree satisfactorily with
the dried weight except in plasma having a large amount of lipoid. It should
be pointed out that although dried weight is not the same as water content,
the error of such an assumption is probably small.

The experiments I, 11, III, IV and V consisted of bleeding once or
twice a day, centrifuging the citrated blood and returning the erythrocytes
suspended in 0.9 per cent solution of NaCl after first removing the plasma.
In order to facilitate the production of a considerable amount of edema,
0.9 per cent NaCl solution was given by gavage when the serum proteins
had reached the level at which edema might be expected. The experi-
ments should affect the electrolyte pattern of the blood (1) by reduction
of the plasma protein concentration, (2) because of the administration
of considerable quantities of NaCl, (3) through loss of blood and (4)
perhaps by undefinable effects of the various experimental procedures.
The hematocrit figures reported in the previous paper show that loss of
erythrocytes should not effect the electrolyte pattern to any considerable
extent. The reduction of hematocrit was from about thirty-five to
twenty-five per cent. It was felt that the elapse of eighteen hours be-
tween the administration of salt solution and obtaining the sample of
blood would allow any disturbance due to the NaCl solution to be ad-
justed so that the blood samples would represent essentially the effects
of reduction of plasma protein. Nevertheless, as a control, two dogs were
subjected to daily intravenous injections of 0.9 per cent NaCl and speci-
mens removed in the morning. This duplicated the procedure of the
previous experiments except for the plasmapheresis. The amount of
saline injection in the control dogs is greater than that injected in the
plasmapheresis experiments, but considerably less than the amount of
saline given by gavage.

The data will be presented from three points of view: (1) the effect
of change in serum protein concentration on the electrolyte pattern of the
serum; (2) a comparison of the concentrations of ascitic fluid electrolytes
with those of arterial and venous serum; (3) the effect of change in pro-
tein concentration on calcium concentration.

I. The effect of change in serum protein on serum electrolytes
Table I presents the data of the plasmapheresis experiments in detail.

The following specimens are distinctly aberrant: the serum and ascitic
fluids in Experiment II on the tenth day, which were taken about six
hours after injection of physiological salt solution and which showed
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TABLE I

Electrolyte concentration of blood serum and ascitic fluid

Experi- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Serum
mentDaYSamle*Edea HOs-Cl-Albu- Globu- HtPOg- Total non- Sermbentr~ Siil' min- lin- HPOi- base pirotei Ca
num-~ ~ ~ -1~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

II
II
II
II
II

III
III
III
III
III
IV
III

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

-27
4
7

17
19
19
19
23
23

-61
-12

10
10
10

1
2
3
8

11
11
11

1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
12
12
13
14
15
18
23
32

VB
VB
VB
VB
AB
VB
AbFl
AB
VB

AB
VB
AB
VB
AbFl

VB
VB
VB
VB
AB
VB
AbFl

VB
VB
VB
VB
VB
VB
VB
VB
VB
VB
AB
VB
AbFl
VB
VB
VB
VB
VB
VB

0
0
0

++
++
++
++

0
0

0
0

++
++
++

0
0
0
+

++
++
++

0
0
0

+
++
++
++
+
0
0
0+
0+

m.eq.

20.6
24.9
20.6
21.0
23.0
24.4
25.2
20.8
22.5

21.8
22.4
13.0
13.8
14.2

22.7
25.7
23.9
19.6
19.6
20.6
22.8

19.2
10.6
23.0
26.8
25.7
24.9
23.8
25.1
24.0
23.0
20.3
22.6
22.8
24.5
25.3
28.7
25.9
23.4
22.9

m.eq.

104.4
108.9
111.4
114.0
112.0
111.0
119.0
113.2
111.2

111.2
112.6
133.0
133.7
137.6

104.2
106.6
107.8
118.4
114.6
112.6
121.4

116.4
108.4
115.4
110.6
113.6
112.2
114.8
113.8
119.4
115.6
119.2
112.2
126.8
115.2
111.2
107.4
110.4
109.4
112.0

m.eq.

10.0
6.4
8.2
4.3
4.7
5.0
0.0
8.0
8.0

5.9
8.8
2.8
2.9
0.0

11.0
12.5

9.9
7.5
4.5
4.5
0.3

11.8
11.4
10.4

(11.0)
9.2
7.6
8.7
7.3
5.9
5.1
5.0
5.4
0.0

5.7
7.1
6.8
9.3

10.7

m.eq.

4.6
4.6
3.3
2.2
2.7
2.7
0.0
3.0
3.0

8.3
5.8
1.4
1.3
0.0

2.5
1.6
3.0
0.4
2.3
2.8
0.0

3.4
1.9
3.5

0.9
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.8
1.1

(1.5)
1.6
0.0

2.8
3.2
4.0
3.3
1.8

m.eq.

2.2
3.2
3.1
2.5
2.6
3.0
4.1
4.1

3.3
4.1
4.1
3.4

3.0
2.4
2.5
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.2

3.2
3.2
2.9
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.7
2.4
3.5

2.7
2.6

2.2
2.6
1.7
3.0

m.eq.

153.0
152.0
155.8
147.0
159.5
163.0
158.5
151.4
152.6

151.3
155.8
179.1
179.4
165.3

156.4
159.4
166.6
165.8
145.9
151.0
153.3

164.7
153.0
162.0
159.8
161.6
162.8
157.6
157.0
160.4
168.2
159.0
160.8
157.4

160.2
157.5
157.3
152.4

mgm. mgm.
per 100 per 100

ml. ml.

27
22
34
30
30
30
39
39

29
44
40
40
39

23
25
22
31
26
26
26

39

32
23

23
22
22
20
31

26
31

Same dog 11 months later

V 1 VB 0 22.8 105.8 8.8 5.3 151.2 25
V 7 VB 0 22.9 117.0 6.4 3.6 1.8 162.8
V 11 VB + 20.5 118.2 4.3 2.5 159.2
V 13 AB + 18.7 121.4 3.5 2.7 2.2 162.8
V 13 VB + 19.6 119.6 3.3 2.9 2.2 151.2 22
V 13 AbFI + 17.2 125.6 1.9 163.2 26

* AB = Arterial blood.
VB = Venous blood.

AbFl = Abdominal fluid.

9.9
7.5

12.3
12.2
11.9

9.2
8.7
9.7
6.8

13.1
12.1
12.1

12.0
12.1

10.4

8.4

12.3
12.9
11.8
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high chloride and total base, and low bicarbonate; the serum in Experi-
ment IV on the second day when the bicarbonate was unexplainably low;
and the ascitic fluid in Experiment V which was contaminated with blood
and suffered a good deal.of exposure before analysis. The results on

these samples were not used in the analysis of the data.
The data give one an opportunity to observe the effect of a change

in protein concentration on the concentration of bicarbonate, chloride
and total base. The general trend of the results can be appreciated best
by examining Charts 1 and 2. In Chart 1 the concentrations of bicarbon-
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were converted to concentrations per kilogram of serum water by the
formula previously mentioned. The purpose of Chart 2 is to eliminate
the effects that are brought about by the varying content of serum
water which accompanies the large changes in serum protein concentra-
tion. Although the formula for estimating water content from protein
per cent expresses dried weight rather than water content, it is probably
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ascitic fluids by dots surrounded by circles. The figures obtained in both
the control (see Table II) and the plasmapheresis experiments are repre-
sented on the charts. The introduction of the data of the control animals
does not significantly alter the interpretation of the results which would
be obtained if only the data of the plasmapheresis animals had been used.

Inspection of the charts reveals that the distribution of bicarbonate
and total base is not significantly affected by the change in protein con-
centration. Both bicarbonate and base are somewhat more widely
scattered than normal but this dispersion does not seem to be brought
about by the injection of salt solution since the x's and dots have about
the same distribution.

Chart 1 shows that the chloride varies inversely with the protein.
The line of regression 1 is represented on the chart and the equation of
this is: (Cl). = 120.64 - 1.87 P i 2.06 where (Cl)J is chloride in m.eq.
per liter, P is protein per cent, and ±t 2.06 is the probable error. The
probable error of the slope (or regression coefficient) is i 0.21. The
equation was derived without using the data of the ascitic fluids, but it
should be noted that the latter are in fairly good agreement with the value
predicted by the regression equation for serum with no protein.

Chart 2 shows a similar inverse relationship between chloride and
base-protein when the concentrations are expressed per kilogram of serum
water. The line of regression is: (Cl). = 122.8 - 0.46 (BP) i: 2.08
where (Cl). is chloride in m.eq. per kilogram of serum water, (BP) is the
base combining power of the serum proteins in m.eq. per kilogram of
serum water and i 2.08 is the probable error. The probable error of the
slope (or regression coefficient) is ±t 0.08. The equation predicts a con-
centration of chloride for a serum with no protein that agrees somewhat
better with those of the ascitic fluids than the previous equation.

It will be noticed that the high chloride values occur chiefly in the
serums which may be affected by the administration of salt solution. In
the plasmapheresis experiments, this necessarily occurred, since it is
difficult to maintain a low level of serum protein without continuous
bleeding and the accompanying injection of physiological salt solution.
However, the chlorides of the serum taken about eighteen hours after the

1 For the statistical formulas used in the paper, the reader is referred to
Dunn (Physiol. Rev., 1929, ix, 336). The regression equation is:

Y- Yrxv V (X- X)@OI_l

The probable error of the regression coefficient is d 0.6745 l rx[Lay]
This gives the variations in the slope of the line that may be due to sampling.
The probable error of the Y calculated from X is i 0.6745ay-VO1- This
gives the variations in the predicted values that may be due to sampling.
The probable error of the difference is -/(P.E.)12 + (P.E.)22.
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administration of salt solution vary inversely with the proteins. The
slope of the line representing this relationship would be somewhat less
than the one drawn on the chart. It should be pointed out that if there is
increase in chloride brought about only by the effect of the injection of
salt solution, there is no evidence of a similar retention of sodium re-
flected in the values of the total base. Furthermore it can be demon-
strated that the increase in chloride is not accompanied by a compensat-
ing decrease in bicarbonate although there is evidence of the well recog-
nized inverse relationship between chloride and bicarbonate.

Collateral evidence that there is an indirect relationship between
chloride and protein is furnished by the control experiments presented
in Table II. These experiments were designed to obtain blood from dogs

TABLE II

Electrolyte concentration of serum of control dogs

Intravenous
0.9 per cent

Dog Albu- Globu- H2PO4g ++ Total Serum NaCl
num- Day Weight HCOI- Cl min- lin- HPO Ca base Pron

ber tein
A.M. P.M.

grams
kgm. m.eq. m.eq. m.eq. m.eq. m.eq. m.eq. m. eq. per 100 cc. cc.

"It.
6 1 8.8 24.3 104.4 12.1 4.9 5.9 155.2 7.04 450

2 8.8 23.3 107.4 12.2 4.6 4.1 6.2 6.94 350
3 8.7 22.5 109.8 10.6 4.9 6.6 156.1 6.55 350
4 8.9 22.8 109.0 10.3 4.6 5.8 152.1 6.19 450
5 8.6 22.7 108.0 9.9 4.1 5.9 155.8 5.83 475
8 8.3 24.3 108.2 8.9 5.0 2.8 5.7 158.0 5.94 475 450
9 8.3 22.2 105.8 3.0 5.6 158.5 6.12 475 450

10 8.7 23.5 111.2 8.5 5.3 3.5 155.8 5.92
13 8.6 23.8 107.0 8.4 4.7 2.9 5.9 156.5 5.61

7 1 9.3 22.5 110.4 2.0 5.9 158.3 5.69
8 9.4 25.7 110.4 3.0 6.1 158.8 6.11

20 9.4 21.9 112.0 2.2 6.1 161.6 6.21
31 9.4 22.5 111.6 10.7 3.8 2.6 6.2 161.0 6.10 450 350
32 9.6 23.8 111.2 9.4 3.3 2.1 5.6 160.7 5.16 400 400
33 9.0 22.0 112.2 9.4 4.5 2.7 5.6 159.0 5.84 400 400
34 9.4 21.7 113.4 9.2 4.1 1.8 5.3 155.5 5.56 450 450
35 9.4 19.4 114.4 9.5 3.8 2.2 5.3 156.5 5.48 450 450
36 9.6 23.4 113.2 9.7 3.4 1.6 5.3 159.5 5.36
41 9.7 24.4 111.0 9.8 3.7 4.0 5.7 154.7 5.60

subjected to substantially the same procedures as the other animals,
excepting plasmapheresis. Dividing the serums from these dogs into one
group taken over forty hours after administration of salt solution and
another group taken about eighteen hours after administration of salt
solution, one may obtain an idea of the magnitude of the error introduced
in the plasmapheresis experiments by the injection of sodium chloride.
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The average values of the two groups indicate that injection of physiolog-
ical saline was accompanied by a decrease of protein of 0.13 :1 .14 per
cent, a decrease of bicarbonate of 1.18 ± .38 m.eq. per liter and a de-
crease of total base of 1.16 :1 .74 m.eq. per liter, while there was an in-
crease of chloride of 1.13 :4: .81 m.eq. per liter. The changes are repre-
sented together with the probable errors of the differences. The decrease
in bicarbonate is over three times the probable error, but changes in
chloride, protein and total base are of about the same magnitude as the
probable errors. While the number of determinations is small, the results
indicate that it is not likely that a larger number of determinations would
show an increase in chloride greater than 2.5 m.eq. per liter. Since the
protein contents of the two groups are so nearly identical, converting the
concentrations per liter to concentrations per kilogram of serum water
does not significantly alter the results. The equation for chloride per
liter indicates that a serum with three per cent protein has 5.6 m.eq. more
chloride than a serum with six per cent protein. Hence although the
slope of the line in Chart 1 might be less if some of the values were not
affected by injection of salt solution, it is extremely probable that the
line represents chiefly the relationship of the chloride to the protein. The
equation for the chloride per kilogram of serum water indicates that the
chloride of a serum with 7 m.eq. of base-protein is 3.7 m.eq. higher than
that of one with 15 m.eq. base-protein. This is a little more than three
times the probable difference which the control experiments indicate
might be produced by the injections of salt solution. It indicates that
further experiments would probably substantiate an inverse relationship
between chloride and base-protein per kilogram of serum water. How-
ever, the authors prefer to regard this result as only suggestive.

The theoretical significance of the results is not clear. Presumably
the chloride increases in serum with low protein in such a manner as to
keep the total anion concentration constant. The increase in chloride
with decrease in protein can be largely accounted for by the increase of
serum water accompanying a decrease in protein. The results suggest
that there is a small increase in chloride to compensate for the decrease in
the base bound to protein.

It is well recognized that, in subjects with edema accompanied by low
serum protein concentration, the serum chloride concentration is usually
normal or high. This has been emphasized lately by Peters, Wakeman,
Eisenman and Lee (11), Peters, Wakemanand Eisenman (12), Blackfan
and Hamilton (13) and others. However, their data show quite irregular
variations at any given protein concentration and do not permit one to
express the concentration of chloride in terms of concentration of protein.
Such a relationship presumably exists in man, but other factors affect
the chloride in cases of nephritis and nephrosis so that the relationship
is not clear cut in data from such patients. In cases of nephrosis and
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hydropigenous nephritis, the concentration of total base and, to a lesser
degree, that of the bicarbonate are low. Such a change was not demon-
strated in the plasmapheresis experiments.

II. A comparison of the concentrations of electrolytes of ascitic fluid with
those of arterial and venous serum

There is little ground for assuming that a particular sample of blood
is in equilibrium with ascitic fluid. To assume such an equilibrium, even
approximately, the blood sample should represent the blood in the
capillaries supplying the peritoneum. However, if peritoneal fluid is
present in large quantities, its composition must represent an equilibrium
with the average venous plasma returning from this area during the
preceding few hours. An average arterial sample of plasma probably
represents quite accurately the plasma supplying the peritoneum, but
the venous samples that can be obtained differ from the venous plasma
which is theoretically required by an amount which cannot be determined.
Nevertheless, since it is desirable to know how truly plasma represents
the immediate environment of cells, it is interesting to see what relation-
ship holds between ascitic fluid and arterial and venous plasma.

The data on the ascitic fluids and arterial and venous plasma in the
first four experiments are fairly suitable for this purpose. In Experiment
II, the failure to get blood into the vein after withdrawal of a rather large
quantity of blood was followed by symptoms of shock and acidosis.
The samples were obtained only six hours after the administration of salt
solution which accompanied the transfusion of cells and probably the
ascitic fluid had not had time enough to come into complete equilibrium.
Furthermore, the high concentration of chloride indicates that the
dog had not been able to bring the composition of his blood back to nor-
mal. Though the dog appeared to be recovering, he was killed because
he seemed so uncomfortable. The data of this experiment are included
because they are similar to the rest in most respects. Contamination
with blood and exposure to air rendered the ascitic fluid in Experiment
V unsuitable.

Table III gives the distribution ratios for total base, bicarbonate,
chloride, and bicarbonate plus chloride. All concentrations were ex-
pressed in m.eq. per kilogram of water in calculating the ratios. Since
protein is largely indiffusible through capillary membranes, the concen-
tration of protein in the ascitic fluid and blood plasma is the chief factor
which should alter the distribution ratios of the freely diffusible ions.
However, it is known that the distribution of calcium is altered by the
fact that calcium appears to be bound to protein in an undissociated
compound. Moreover, Loeb, Atchley and Palmer (14), Hastings et al.
(15) and Greene et al. (16) found that the concentration of serum potas-
sium is considerably higher than that of ascitic fluid. One does not know

46
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the effect of protein on the activity of the various ions, though Greene et al.
have calculated the ionized base by assuming that the chloride ratios
are true Donnan ratios. Until these factors are known, a theoretical
ratio based on the concentration of protein and the assumption that the

TABLE III

Distribution ratios of serum and ascitic fluid (m.eq. per kilo H20)

Expe sm- (B+) -2(Ca++)/ (HCOs-). (c1-), (HCOl-)s + (C1-)s
number (B+) -2(Ca++)s (HCO-)f (Cl-) (HCOs-)f + (Cl-)f

I AB 0.979 0.97 0.94 0.98 0.97
I VB 0.975 0.94 1.00 0.97 0.97

II AB 0.988 0.91 0.94 0.99 0.98
II VB 0.988 0.91 0.99 0.99 0.99

III AB 0.978 1.02 0.89 0.98 0.96
III VB 0.976 0.99 0.93 0.96 0.96

IV AB 0.979 0.97 0.92 0.97 0.95
IV VB 0.977 0.95 1.02 0.92 0.93

* AB = Arterial blood.
VB = Venous blood.

(B+)J - 2(Ca++)J,r
( - 2(Ca++)1 + 1/2 (BP),

(BP).= Base combining equivalent of serum protein.

conditions for a true Donnan equilibrium exist can have only an empirical
value. However, the desirability of expressing the relationship existing
between plasma and interstitial fluid in terms of serum protein and total
base justifies the use of such an empirical ratio until a better expression
for this relationship is found.

In the tables, the ratio, r, was calculated for comparison with the ratios
found. It is based on the assumptions made by Van Slyke (17) in calculating
similar ratios and the formula used is as follows:

r = (B)f - (Ca)f
(B)f - (Ca)f + 0.5 (BP),

in which (B)f is the total base of ascitic fluid; (Ca)f is calcium of ascitic fluid
and (BP). the base combining power of the serum proteins, all concentrations
being expressed in m.eq. per kilogram of water. The calcium is subtracted
to reduce the base to univalent terms. Ascitic base was thought to represent
average conditions better than venous serum base, since a large amount of
ascitic fluid is probably less subject to sudden temporary deviations from aver-
age conditions. However, as pointed out previously, the ratio, r, does not
take into account the peculiar distribution of calcium and potassium, the pres-
ence of a probably insignificant amount of magnesium and probably other
factors.
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The actual ratios agree approximately with each other and with the
ratio, r. The agreement is best with respect to chloride and chloride
plus bicarbonate, but is only fair with respect to bicarbonate and base.
It is of interest that, in Experiment II, where the blood was taken 6 hours
after injection of salt solution and apparently before the blood plasma
had had time to come into equilibrium with the ascitic fluid, the chloride
and bicarbonate ratios show about the same relation to r as in the other
experiments, while the base is still apparently too high in the plasma.
This would indicate that the concentrations of bicarbonate and chloride
can be adjusted more rapidly than base.

The experiments give about as good agreement in the ratios as those
in the literature (14, 15, 16, 18, 19). However, the ratios can not be used
to predict the composition of ascitic, and presumably interstitial fluid in
general, except as a first approximation. The wide deviation of the ven-
ous base ratio in Experiment I, of the arterial and venous bicarbonate
ratios in Experiment III, and of the venous chloride ratios in Experiment
IV indicate that difficulty in obtaining average blood samples is one of
the sources of error. It should also be pointed out that all the ratios
are quite near unity and, therefore, have considerably less value than
they would have if lower. However, means have not been found to
obtain interstitial fluid differing greatly in protein concentration from
plasma.

III. The effect of serum protein concentration on serum calcium concentration
Chart 3 shows the relationship between serum protein and serum cal-

cium. Assuming that ascitic fluid has the composition that plasma would
have if free of protein, the determinations on ascitic fluid are included
with those on serum. Chart 3 shows that calcium varies directly with
the protein. The correlation coefficient of the calcium and protein is 0.93
i4 0.03. The regression equation is as follows: (Ca) = 0.94 P + 7.45 i
0.44, in which (Ca) is the calcium concentration in mgm. per 100 ml., P
is the protein per cent and i 0.44 is the probable error. The probable
error of the regression coefficient is 0.06. When the protein concen-
tration is zero, this would indicate a calcium concentration of 7.45 mgm.
per 100 ml. which agrees well with the average value (7.5) of the ascitic
fluids.

The direct relationship of calcium and protein concentration has
been pointed out by Salvesen and Linder (20), Marrack and Thacker
(21) and Peters and Eiserson (22). It is realized that calcium concentra-
tion is affected by the concentration of phosphate, the activity of the
parathyroid glands, the amount of activated ergosterol in the body and
probably other factors. The variations in phosphate in our experiments
are too small to account for the differences in calcium. The data are so
clear cut that they leave little doubt as to the direct relationship between
calcium and protein concentration.
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Recently Stearns and Knowlton (23) analyzed the relationship be-
tween serum protein, calcium and phosphate in 76 infants and children.
They concluded that there was no relationship between serum protein
and calcium in non-nephritic cases. However, their data are made up
of (1) a group of cord bloods, (2) a group of bloods from infants fed cod
liver oil and who were under a year old, and (3) a group of children over
a year old. For analysis these groups are of different value. The data
show no significant correlation between the calcium and protein in the
newborn cord blood or that from the children over one year old. Cord
blood is not altogether satisfactory for chemical studies and probably
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CHART 3

should be used with caution. In the group of forty-five children's serums,
only one showed a very low protein concentration and this one had a
normal calcium concentration. All that can be concluded from this
group of cases is that variations in the calcium do not correlate with
variations in the protein when there is only a small change in the protein
concentration. However, the serums of the babies are quite satisfactory
since they represent a uniform group from sixteen patients who had re-
ceived cod liver oil and manifested a fairly wide distribution of protein.
The correlation coefficient of the serum calcium and protein is 0.64 dt .11.
The regression equation for this group is: Ca = 0.41 P + 8.87 i 0.25.
The probable error of the slope (or regression coefficient) is i 0.22. The
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equation of Peters and Eiserson (22) obtained from a mixed group with
many cases of nephritis is Ca = 0.556 P + 6. Since the regression
coefficient of the equation for the babies is 0.41 iL 0.22, the slope of this
line cannot be considered to differ significantly from that of the line found
by Peters and Eiserson. However, the constant in the latter equation
differs significantly from that for the babies. The higher value for the
constant in the infants presumably represents chiefly the effect of acti-
vated ergosterol in growing infants. Further data will probably show
that the equation of Peters and Eiserson can be used to measure the effect
of factors other than protein which modify the calcium concentration.
Peters and Eiserson's equation for phosphate probably does not apply to
patients fed large amounts of activated ergosterol. The general form
of the equation would be Ca = 0.556 P + K. It will probably be helpful
to see how far the K necessary to fit any given data can be used as a
measure of the effect of the factors besides protein concentration which
affect the level of serum calcium.

SUMMARY

1. Electrolyte studies are reported on the serum and ascitic fluids
of dogs rendered edematous by lowering the plasma protein concentration
by plasmapheresis.

2. The concentrations of total base and bicarbonate show no relation
to protein concentrations under the conditions of the experiments. The
total base values are quite widely scattered (145 to 168 m.eq. per liter or
150 to 175 m.eq. per kilogram of serum water). The bicarbonate con-
centrations are also quite variable (19 to 28 m.eq. per liter or 20 to 29
m.eq. per kilogram of serum water). The control experiments demon-
strated that the injection of salt solution reduced the bicarbonate and
rendered these values in the plasmapheresis experiments unreliable as a
reflection of change in protein concentration. While it was not demon-
strated that the injection of salt solution was likely to alter the base
concentration, the wide scattering of the base concentrations was probably
brought about by a combination of factors inherent in the plasmapheresis
experiments.

3. The concentration of chloride per liter varies inversely with that of
protein according to the following regression equation: (Cl)8 = 120.64
- 1.87 P ±t 2.06 in which (Cl), is the chloride in m. eq. per liter, P the
protein per cent and iz 2.08, the probable error.

4. The data show that chloride m.eq. per kilogram of serum water
varies inversely with that of base-protein according to the following
regression equation: (Cl), = 122.8 - 0.46 (BP). i 2.08 in which (Cl), is
chloride m.eq. per kilogram of serum water, (BP). is the base combining
power of serum protein in m. eq. per kilogram of serum water and i 2.08
the probable error.
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5. The control experiments indicate that the experimental procedures
were not the chief cause of the appearance of the relation expressed in
the chloride equation which gives concentrations per liter of serum except
inasmuch as they varied the protein concentration. However, the change
in chloride per kilogram of serum water lies within the increase in chloride
which might be produced by injectiong salt solution. The latter equa-
tion, though likely to be substantiated, cannot be accepted as expressing
a relationship between chloride and protein at present. The slope of the
line in the first equation would probably be a little less if derived from
experiments not affected by the injection of salt solution but the change
is not likely to alter the equation greatly.

6. The ratios
(CI-). (HCO3-) (B+), - (Ca)f
(Cl-)f ' (HCO3-)f ' (B+), - (Ca) .

agree approximately with each other. However, there is sufficient
diversity in the ratios to demonstrate that a given specimen of serum is
not likely to predict the composition of ascitic fluid very accurately.

7. The calcium and protein concentrations vary directly with each
other according to the following regression equation: (Ca) = 0.94 P
+ 7.45 + 0.44 in which (Ca) is serum calcium in mgm. per 100 ml.; P
the protein per cent and :1 0.44 the probable error.
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